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ABSTRACT
In its design standards, the City of Virginia Beach currently requires developers to provide
space for ten (10) vehicles in drive-thru queues, regardless of the type of commercial use.
Having dealt recently with queues at some fast-food restaurants spilling back into adjacent
roadways, and understanding that some cities vary their stacking requirements by
commercial use (e.g. fast-food, drug store, bank, etc.), the City asked the HRTPO to research
and document other cities’ queue stacking requirements, by commercial use. Localities
evaluating the appropriateness of their stacking requirements can use the above research
to compare their stacking requirements to those of other cities.
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Impetus and Purpose
In its design standards, the City of Virginia Beach currently requires developers to provide
space for ten (10) vehicles in drive-thru queues, regardless of the type of commercial use.
Having dealt recently with queues at some fast-food restaurants spilling back into adjacent
roadways, and understanding that some cities vary their stacking requirements (i.e. space
for queuing) by commercial use (e.g. fast-food, drug store, bank, etc.), the City asked the
HRTPO to research and document other cities’ queue stacking requirements, by
commercial use. Localities evaluating the appropriateness of their stacking requirements
can use the above research to compare their stacking requirements to those of other cities.

FIGURE 1 Queue Spillback at Local Fast‐Food Restaurant
Source: HRTPO
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Methodology
To search the ordinances of various cities in Hampton Roads and Virginia to find queue
stacking requirements, HRTPO staff used the website of the Municipal Code Corporation
(Municode) which publishes legal documents for local governments across the U.S. Due to
different cities using different terms, staff searched several terms to isolate the stacking
regulations of a given city:
 Drive-up
 Pick-up
 Stacking
 Drive-through
 Drive-thru
 Drive-in

FIGURE 2 Municode Website
Source: library.municode.com/va

After examining the municipal codes of the ten (10) cities in Hampton Roads (Chesapeake,
Franklin, Hampton, Newport News, Norfolk, Poquoson, Portsmouth, Suffolk, Virginia Beach,
and Williamsburg), staff searched the subject documents of several key localities around
the state- Alexandria, Charlottesville, Fairfax County, Fredericksburg, Richmond, and
Roanoke. Staff findings from the review of stacking requirements in municipal codes is
presented in the next section.
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Stacking Requirements‐ Hampton Roads Cities
Applicable code excerpts by city follow alphabetically.

Chesapeake
Chesapeake requires five (5) stacking spaces for drive-throughs, regardless of type of
commercial use.

FIGURE 3 Chesapeake Zoning Ordinance
Source: library.municode.com/va

Franklin
In addition to minimum requirements, Franklin has maximum stacking requirements.

FIGURE 4 Franklin Zoning Ordinance, Article XVIII, § 18.2 (3)
Source: ecode360.com
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Hampton
As a requirement for subdivision, Hampton’s Code of Ordinances requires the subdivision
agent to make a finding in writing that the proposed development will not generate “auto
stacking that blocks driveways or intersections”.

FIGURE 5 Hampton Code of Ordinances
Source: library.municode.com/va

Newport News
HRTPO staff found no queue stacking requirements in the city code of Newport News.
According to city staff, when queuing is a concern, the transportation division requests a
queuing analysis from the developer during site plan review.1

1

Stilley, Bryan. “Re: question.” Message to Robert Case. 23 December 2020. E-mail.
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Norfolk
Norfolk’s Development Standards in the Zoning Ordinance contain the following queue
stacking requirements:

FIGURE 6 Norfolk Zoning Ordinance, Article 5.1.7(B)(7)
Source: library.municode.com/va

Note that Norfolk’s requirements vary by commercial use.

Poquoson
Poquoson’s requirements vary by commercial use:

FIGURE 7 Poquoson Code of Ordinances, Appendix C, Article I, Section 1‐08 (c) (1)
Source: library.municode.com/va
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Portsmouth
Portsmouth’s requirements vary by commercial use:

FIGURE 8 Portsmouth Code of Ordinances, Article 40.1‐5.1
Source: library.municode.com/va

For drive-through restaurants, Portsmouth has stacking requirements for both the pick-up
window and the menu board.
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Suffolk
Suffolk has general drive-through stacking requirements, i.e. the requirements do no vary
by commercial use.

FIGURE 9 Suffolk Unified Development Ordinance, Article 6, Sec. 31‐606 (a)
Source: library.municode.com/va

Virginia Beach
Although Virginia Beach’s requirements are published in its Public Works “Design
Standards Manual” (as opposed to an ordinance), the authority for the standards “is
established by the adopted resolutions of the City of Virginia Beach City Council and the
ordinances of the City”, according to the forward of the manual.

FIGURE 10 Design Standards Manual, City of Virginia Beach, Public Works,
June 2020, p. 3‐17
Source: library.municode.com/va

Williamsburg
Staff found no stacking requirements in Williamsburg’s municipal code.
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Stacking Requirements‐ Selected Virginia Localities
Applicable code excerpts for key Virginia localities outside Hampton Roads follow
alphabetically.

Alexandria
Staff found no stacking requirements in Alexandria’s municipal code.
Charlottesville
Staff found no stacking requirements in Charlottesville’s municipal code.
Fairfax County
Staff found no stacking requirements in Fairfax County’s code.
Fredericksburg

FIGURE 11 Design Standards Manual, June 2020, p. 3‐17
Source: library.municode.com/va

As shown above, Fredericksburg’s stacking requirements vary by commercial use.
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Richmond
Richmond’s stacking requirements vary by commercial use.

FIGURE 12 Richmond Code of Ordinances, Chapter 30, Article VII, Division 2,
Section 30‐710.1
Source: library.municode.com/va
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Roanoke
Roanoke’s stacking requirements vary by commercial use.

FIGURE 13 Roanoke Code, Chapter 36.2, Section 36.2‐409 (d) (1)
Source: library.municode.com/va
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Summary and Conclusion
The drive-thru queue stacking requirements of the examined localities fall into three
categories:
1. No requirements
(no drive-thru queue stacking requirements found in ordinances)
 Hampton Roads
i. Hampton
ii. Newport News
iii. Williamsburg
 Other Virginia
i. Alexandria
ii. Charlottesville
iii. Fairfax County
2. General requirements
(the same drive-thru queue stacking requirement, regardless of commercial use)
 Chesapeake 5 vehicles
 Suffolk
6 vehicles
 Va. Beach
10 vehicles
3. Specific requirements by commercial use
 1 to 9 vehicles, depending on commercial use, as shown in the table below:

City

Auto
Repair
and
Service

Day‐care,
Element‐
ary or
Middle
Dry‐
Bank Car Wash
School cleaning

Drug
Gas
Store Station

Kiosk

Nursing Personal
Rest‐
Home Services aurant

Other

Hampton Roads
Franklin
Norfolk
Portsmouth

n.a.
n.a.
n.a.

8 ***
3
3

2 or 3*
3
2

n.a.
n.a.
n.a.

n.a.
3
4

n.a.
3
4

n.a.
1
n.a.

n.a.
n.a.
n.a.

n.a.
n.a.
3

n.a.
3
4

n.a.
9
7

n.a.
n.a.
n.a.

Other Virginia
Fredericksburg
Richmond
Roanoke

2 2 or 3**
n.a.
5
n.a.
3

1
n.a.
5

2
n.a.
n.a.

n.a.
n.a.

3
n.a.
n.a.

1
n.a.
n.a.

n.a.
n.a.
2

3
n.a.
n.a.

3
n.a.
n.a.

6
5
5

n.a.
n.a.
2

Notes
* automatic car wash: 3; self‐service car wash: 2
** human teller: 3; machine teller: 2
*** 8 for first drive‐in window, plus 2 for each additional window

FIGURE 14 Drive‐Thru Queue Stacking Requirements of Subject Virginia Localities
having Requirements by Commercial Use, number of vehicles
Source: HRPTO staff
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The appeal of the general requirements is their simplicity. The appeal of the specific
requirements is the logic that a business’ attractiveness and the peaking of the trips that it
attracts vary by type of business.
The above research can be used in the following ways:


Localities that a) lack existing requirements, and b) have excessive queues may use
the above requirements of other localities as a guide for developing a new drive-thru
queue stacking requirement ordinance.



Localities that are dissatisfied with their existing requirements may use the above
requirements as a guide for developing a revised drive-thru queue stacking
requirement ordinance.
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